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PIERO SPORTS GRAPHICS 
 

Version 13.4 
Release Notes 

 
What’s New  

 

 

NEW EFFECT - Player Glow/Grow: Change 
the size of players and make them glow and pulse 
to focus attention on them. 
This effect replaces the Player Glow effect, keeping 
some of the same functionality whilst adding the 
ability to enlarge the player. 

 

 

Removeable Players selection process:  
With the “Invert selection” option it is now possible to 
hide a player by clicking on them. Invert selection is 
on by default. When “Invert selection” is not used, 
clicking on the first player hides everyone but that 
player, then clicking on hidden players will make 
them visible again. 

 

 

RGB Keyer properties:  
With clearer properties it is now easier to use the 
RGB keyer to its full potential than ever before. Use 
the properties to fine tune your colour selection and 
improve the quality of your key. 

 

 

New – Opta Data Rugby Module:  
Bringing the power of Opta data visualisation to rugby. Show available Opta data using Piero 
graphics to bring its meaning to life. You will need access to Opta’s Rugby data feeds. 
If interested, please enquire at pierosupport@redbeemedia.com 

 

SportsCode XML: When exporting video with 
XML from SportsCode for work in Piero, you can 
now choose from standard XML or Final Cut Pro 
XML. Piero supports both for import and export. 
  

Timeline zoom and other options: Many of you 
have requested the ability to zoom in and out on the 
timeline to help navigation. Use the plus and minus 
buttons in the bottom-left corner of the interface to 
change the scale of the timeline. Note the new trashcan 
icon next to them allowing you to delete the selected 
effect. The up and down arrows move the selected effect 
up or down the timeline. Clear will remove all items from 
the timeline. 
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Improvements 
Launcher Video format resets when changing modes (e.g. Analysis+Live to file mode). 
Opta Module Reenabled AFC Champions League access. 
Pause Set the default length of pauses. 
  
 

Bug Fixes 
General Animations on borders animate ON. Multiple selection stability improved. General stability 

improvements. 
Region Tool Can now draw regions when in full screen mode. Regions appear in the correct place. 
Saved Effects Order of old effects now correct in Ice Hockey. 
Text Second line of text remains inside the text box. 
Timeline Improved stability of collapsed timeline. 
 


